Legend Superstar Ability:

Your cards with "elbow" in the title are #4D.

When the first card you play on your turn is From The Top Rope, it cannot be reversed.

Backstage Area

Can only be revealed from your Backstage area when you reveal your Superstar card.

The Macho Cowboy Hat

Your Starting Hand Size is +3.

During your turn, you may hide this card and then put 1 card from your Ringside into your hand.

Macho Madness

Macho Madness Event

Prematch Action

A Method to the Madness

Your first non-modal maneuver played each turn will be a #60 or higher. When played as a defensive maneuver, your opponent may not use your Ring for the duration of your turn. When played as an offensive maneuver, you may put a card from your hand into your Ring.

All Hail The Macho King!

Prematch Action + Action

Savage Flying Elbow Drop

Trademark Finisher + Trademark Finisher

Can only be played after a successfully played 80+ maneuver or From The Top Rope.

When played after a successfully played maneuver, can only be reversed from Arsenal.
**OOOH YEAH!**

**Manager Distracts**

*Reversal Card*

*Fortitude: 8*

Reverse any card and draw 1 card.
When overturned, reverse any non-damage card effect.

**Warrior's Lariat**

*Strike*

*Fortitude: 5*

When successfully played, search your Arsenal and Ringside for *Shaking the Ropes*, put it in your hand, and shuffle your Arsenal.

**Warrior’s Running Clothesline**

*Strike*

*Fortitude: 15*

When played after a successfully played maneuver or Irish Whip, this card is a High Risk instead. Shuffle cards from your Ringside into your Arsenal up to the number of maneuvers in your Ring.

**The Ultimate Splash**

*Trademark Finisher*

*Fortitude: 40*

Can only be played after a successfully played maneuver. After damage is resolved, put 1 other maneuver from your Ring into your hand.

*Quote: “I live for anger and frustration.” — The Ultimate Warrior*